24" hemlock bears N31°E, 28½ links, marked "LSBT" (now a 40" hemlock).
27" hemlock bears N72°5'W, 64 links, marked "LSBT" (now a rotted stump).

STATE PARKS CREW FOUND:
A 4" square post.
40" hemlock N30°E, 20.2' to center, "½" visible in blaze, original BT.
28" rotten stump N65°W, 43.0' to center, original BT.

STATE PARKS CREW SET:
5/8" x 30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OSHD STATE PARKS DIV."
Galvanized steel post with plain white paddle 2.0' south of iron rod.
13" hemlock 21.5' to center S50°W, scribed "LS6BT RS691" and attached
yellow Parks corner tag.

WITNESSED BY:
R. Hemmer
S. Doak
M. Swan

¼ CORNER BETWEEN SECTIONS 1 AND 6

ORIGINAL: 1873
Marked a 8" hemlock for ¼ section corner.

1892:
On steep mountain side, finding no corner after diligent search, set post 3
long, 3' square, 24" in ground, for ¼ section corner, marked "5S" on west face
from which a:
36½ spruce bears N44°W, 57 links, marked "LSBT."
No other trees within limits.
Also make a mound of rocks 4½' at base, 2½' high around the post.

STATE PARKS CREW FOUND:
Nothing.

STATE PARKS CREW SET:
5/8" x 30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OSHD STATE PARKS DIV."
Galvanized steel post with plain white paddle 2.0' west of iron rod.
18½ hemlock S52°E, 35.1' to center, scribed "T3N R10W S56BT RS691" and
attached yellow Parks corner tag.
7½ spruce S70°W, 41.0' to center, blazed but not scribed as wood too
rotten to scribe.

WITNESSED BY:
R. Hemmer
L. Boge
S. Doak
M. Swan

WC ON TOWNSHIP LINE 1.75 CHS WEST OF SECTION CORNER 4

ORIGINAL: 1892
30" hemlock (found to be a spruce) marked: "T4N S33 WC" on NE, "R10W S4" on SE,
"T3N S5" on SW, and "S32 WC" on NW faces with 4 notches on the east and 2 on the
west edges from which a:

32'-33'
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